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Contact Us
Netsertive is a marketing technology company that enables brands, publishers, and local 

businesses to reach customers online, at scale. Netsertive’s platform and services coordinate 

messaging, brand experience, and performance across all digital channels to drive awareness, 

consideration, and sales.

Who We Are

Automotive dealerships and companies alike are always looking for ways to drive more leads for their business. 

The challenge is acquiring high-quality leads that actually turn into sales. Kelly Automotive Group decided to invest 

in Netsertive’s Social Connect solution for all ten of their locations in order to generate high-quality leads for 

their dealerships.

The Problem

Within hours of launching their Social Connect campaigns, Kelly Automotive Group began receiving leads within their 

CRM system. Since starting with Social Connect, Kelly Automotive Group has generated nearly 1,000 leads and has since 

invested in adding their remaining dealerships to the program due to its success.

The Results

Netsertive’s Social Connect leverages a connected campaign strategy that, combined with Netsertive’s SmartAdjust and 

SmartTarget technology, influences consumers throughout their buying journey, filtering out the noise and low-quality 

leads. It starts with Kelly Automotive Group generating awareness for their top models then targeting a subset of that 

group that is more likely to consider taking action. Lastly, SmartTarget re-engages with website visitors with a lead ad, 

incentivizing the user to complete the form and take action. Leads are then automatically added into Kelly Automotive 

Group’s CRM of choice, filtered by location, make, and model.

KKelly Automotive Group was able to generate awareness for their top models while influencing those considering making 

a decision, driving key performance metrics like website traffic and form fills directly into their CRM.
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